In this study we investigated the correlation between individual linguistic ability based on performance levels and their engagement of typical and atypical language areas in the brain.
Introduction
Language ability variations that occur across a population of healthy adult subjects are to date not sufficiently explored. In the present study we aimed to explore how brain activation related to language ability levels is expressed in adults, without imposing restraints regarding age or pre-defined regions of interest. We have correlated language ability performance scores with brain activation as measured with functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). We investigated reading comprehension with a sentence completion task (SENCO) and word fluency with a word generation task (WORGE).
Reading and reading comprehension brings forth activity in Wernicke's area in the left temporal lobe, denoted as the posterior part of Brodmann area (BA) 22. Commonly, this activation extends to parts of the inferior parietal lobe in BA 39 and 40. Broca's area, located in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and specified as BA 44 and 45, is often co-activated during reading paradigms (Lindenberg & Scheef, 2007; Vigneau et al., 2006; Bookheimer, 2002; Friederici, 2002) . Word fluency is typically characterized in the brain by activation of Broca's area (Heim, Eickhoff, & Amunts, 2009) , often accompanied by activation in adjacent prefrontal regions and also activation in the temporal and parietal cortices (Friedman et al., 1998; Fu et al., 2002; Gauthier, Duyme, Zanca, & Capron, 2009 ). Further, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the anterior insular cortex (AIC) are frequently engaged across a wide distribution of cognitive tasks, including language (Fu et al., 2002; Medford and Critchley, 2010) . Performance differences on language production or perception tasks may be attributed to in-or decreased activation of these areas. However, the subdivision in many linguistic and non-linguistic functions of Broca's area (e.g. Vigneau et al., 2006) and the great variance in definition of Wernicke's area both argue against an approach focusing only on classical left-hemispheric language areas (Bookheimer, 2002; Martin, 2003) .
Brain activation related to individual performance on language tasks has been addressed only in a few studies. Booth and colleagues (2003) showed that high performance on a visual spelling task is associated to high activation intensity in the IFG (left BA 46 and right BA 45), whereas high performance on a rhyming task corresponds to increased activation in bilateral IFG (BA 9), bilateral superior temporal gyrus (BA 22) and the left supramarginal gyrus (BA 40). Weber and colleagues (2006) found that performance on a semantic decision task in
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However, according to the same study, performance correlates negatively with activation in the left inferior frontal cortex. A study adapting a semantic discrimination task showed that children with good reading skills express increased activation in the left BA 22 (Meyler et al., 2007) . In another study on children and adults, high word generation performance is predominantly characterized by activation in the right frontal cortex and in medial cortical areas (Brown et al., 2005) .
These diverging results cannot readily be unified by a theory on functional support of language-related areas towards better language perception and production. Instead, individual performance may be represented by a general intelligence model. The neural characteristics of intelligence and reasoning are suggested to be distributed according to a structural model linking frontal and parietal regions (Jung & Haier, 2007) . This model is based on a review of functional and structural neuroimaging as well as human lesion studies and overlaps to a large extent language-related areas (Broca's and Wernicke's area, supramarginal and angular gyri). The review suggests that there is a mainly left-lateralized network, involving frontoparietal regions, activated by tasks tapping intelligence and reasoning. The functional correlates of this model may be explained by the neural efficiency hypothesis of intelligence, which states that less activation in involved neural networks is correlated with increased cognitive performance (Haier et al., 1988; Neubauer & Fink, 2009; Brown et al., 2005; Meyler et al., 2007) .
In a previous attempt to characterize the correspondence of individual performance on a wide range of language ability tasks to brain activation, we performed a laterality study investigating differences between left-and right-hemispheric regions of interest (ROIs) (Van Ettinger-Veenstra et al., 2010) . We calculated the laterality indices (LI) in ROIs of fourteen of the subjects that were included in the present study while they performed the SENCO task.
The LI-scores were correlated with performance results on off-line language ability tests consisting of a reading task (READ), a battery of cognitive performance tasks measuring abstract high-level linguistic abilities (BeSS), a verbal fluency task (FAS), and a picture naming task (BNT). We found that performance on READ correlates with activation in the right-hemispheric posterior temporal lobe and performance on BeSS correlates with activation in the right IFG. Furthermore, higher performance on READ, BeSS, and FAS is associated to less right-ear dominance (indicating less left-hemispheric language dominance Our present study aims to identify specific regions in both the left and right hemisphere that are important for normal language ability. For this aim we used sentence completion and word fluency fMRI paradigms to investigate if language ability (based on BeSS, FAS, READ and BNT performance scores) shows to be correlated with brain activation, and to discern which are the candidate areas for language ability modulation processes in the healthy adult brain.
Results

fMRI paradigm activation
The SENCO paradigm was associated with a large, highly significant cluster of activation in the left IFG, including Broca's area, and extending to the temporal pole. Also, the middle frontal gyrus was highly active. The left superior (STG) and middle temporal gyrus (MTG) showed large clusters of activation, this included activation in Wernicke's area.
Corresponding areas in the right hemisphere were activated, although with lower amplitude and spread. Furthermore, extensive activation was observed in the visual cortex (extrastriate cortex), extending to the bilateral fusiform area, the ACC, the striatum, and the thalamus.
The WORGE paradigm elicited activation primarily in Broca's area. The activation extended to the left medial frontal gyrus (MFG) and AIC. Left-hemispheric activation was also observed in the fusiform gyrus, the striatum and the network related to eye movements; namely, the frontal eye fields, supplementary eye fields, and the intraparietal sulcus. In the right hemisphere, a cluster of activation was observed in the AIC, extending to the putamen.
In addition, the ACC was significantly activated.
Language ability
We applied multiple regression analysis to investigate the contribution of performance scores to brain activation (see Table I for results). Off-line READ and BeSS performance scores correlated with neural activity resulting from the SENCO paradigm predominantly in regions in the right hemisphere (Fig 1) . In the frontal lobe, increased READ performance was associated with increased activation in the right MFG (BA 9), the right IFG (BA 45, 46, and BA 47) , and the right MTG (BA 21). In addition, READ performance was significantly Table I ).
Performance scores on the off-line tests FAS and BNT correlated with the on-line test of verbal fluency (WORGE) revealed significant activation in frontal cortical areas (Fig 2) . The activated cluster in the right SFG was located medial to the SFG cluster found in the left hemisphere.
We tested for multicollinearity but found no significant correlations between age and performance scores. We however observed a trend for age * READ ( 
Discussion
The present study aimed to investigate neural correlates to language ability by using language performance scores as covariates in a second-level multiple regression analysis of the sentence completion SENCO paradigm and the word generation WORGE paradigm. We did a preliminary analysis of the SENCO and WORGE paradigms with a t-test to determine the elicited activation for all subjects and found results in line with previous studies (Raichle et al., 1994; Bookheimer, 2002; Friederici, 2002; Lindenberg & Scheef, 2007) .
Increased language ability was assessed as a positive correlation between off-line performance scores and brain activation. The SENCO paradigm required semantic understanding of the participants in order for them to generate a word that finished the sentence. The whole timespan, including both the reading and the sentence completion moment, was used in the analysis. Therefore we have correlated SENCO with sentence comprehension performance (READ). BeSS, however, is a more suitable clinical test to measure language ability in subjects with minor language problems since it is less demanding than the high-school-level READ test. (Laakso, Brunnegård, Hartelius, & Ahlsén, 2000) . We included the BeSS test primarily to investigate linguistic ability on a broad spectrum of pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic ability; including repetition, recreating, inference, and comprehension of grammar, words and metaphors. Since BeSS correlates significantly with READ performance results, a specific reading ability test may not be needed in later (patient) studies in order to measure language ability. READ and BeSS performance correlated with activation in the right IFG (BA 47) and MTG (BA 21). Tasks evoking explicitly righthemispheric IFG activation require integration of semantic knowledge and context interpretation (Caplan & Dapretto, 2001 ) and also mediation of retrieval processes (Fletcher, Shallice, Frith, Frackowiak, & Dolan, 1998) . Right-sided activation in BA 47 is often linked to decision-making and advanced suppression processes of behavior in tasks related to working memory (Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack, 2004; Rogers et al., 1999; Völlm et al., 2006) , understanding of semantic context (Kang, Constable, Gore, & Avrutin, 1999) and verb generation (McCarthy, Blamire, Rothman, Gruetter, & Shulman, 1993) . Higher performance in READ and BeSS was also associated to increased activation in the right BA 21, but not in the STG contrasting previous findings (Friederici, Makuuchi & Bahlmann, 2009 (Weber et al., 2006) .
BNT is often used together with FAS to test fluency on the semantic and phonetic level in patients with aphasia (Rogalski, Rademaker & Weintraub, 2007) . Moreover, both BNT and FAS performance scores correlate with intelligence (Tallberg & Bergen, 2010) . We investigated the nature of the correlations of BNT and FAS with WORGE and have observed clear differences between activation related to FAS performance and activation related to BNT performance. Thus, we cannot argue for a similar nature of naming ability and word fluency ability. Nevertheless, we observed a trend towards a ceiling effect in the BNT scores, likely due to the fact that our test population of adults had a cognitive and linguistic ability within normal range. The difference in activation correlating with high FAS performance and high BeSS/READ performance may indicate the existence of specific functional areas aiding specific linguistic skills rather than a general language ability trait.
For both SENCO and WORGE paradigms, a consistent pattern of increased activation in the lateral prefrontal cortex was observed, in and around the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC: defined as BA 9 and 46). In general, we observed that performance was positively correlated with activity in the right DLPFC and negatively correlated with activity in the left DLPFC. The DLPFC is described by Faw as a coordinating functional area; "dominant in directing attention, working memory, and willed action" (2003, p. 85) and its main function is thought to be response selection (Badre & Wagner, 2004) . Activation in the left DLPFC has been observed previously during a verbal fluency paradigm (Ravnkilde, Videbech, Rosenberg, Gjedde, & Gade, 2002) . A dissociation between the left and the right DLPFC has been observed previously related to attention during the conflict-evoking STROOP task.
Activity in the left DLPFC was observed to be related to pre-conflict expectations towards the preparation of higher cognitive processes whereas the right DLPFC showed a postconflict role, related to monitoring and controlling the execution of a task (Vanderhasselt, De Raedt, & Baeken, 2009) . Another study showed a dissociation in mid-DPLFC related to planning; left DLPFC activation related to high goal hierarchy demands (which steps to execute to obtain a goal) and right DLPFC activation related to high search depth demands ('mentally looking ahead') (Kaller, Rahm, Spreer, Weiller & Unterrainer, 2011) . Our finding of a dissociation may reflect a left DLPFC role for executing a step-wise task (such as reading and completing a sentence) on a basic level, while the right DLPFC aids in finding
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We have chosen to analyze the results of the multivariate regression post-hoc using a correlation of parametric estimates with performance scores since no correction for multiple measurements could be applied, likely caused by the relatively small group size (Thirion et al., 2007) . These correlations add no significance to the results but rather illustrate how individual performance scores are related to the strength of activation in each subject. Since we have found clusters of activation in overlapping areas based on different multivariate regressions, we believe that our results with its restrictions may serve subsequent studies on language abilities.
Conclusions
Results in this study showed that performance scores on off-line language ability tasks correlated with brain activity predominantly in the right hemisphere (BA 47 and BA 21) . That is to say, results in this whole-brain, subregion-specific study are in line with previous findings based on laterality indices in gross regions (Van Ettinger-Veenstra et al., 2010) . Our findings of more right-hemispheric activation in the IFG, DLPFC, and the temporal lobe for higher language ability clearly indicate that cognitively demanding linguistic tasks are positively modulated in the right hemisphere. In contrast, the left DLPFC shows activation related to normal or reduced language ability.
Materials and Methods
Eighteen healthy subjects (females/males = 9/9; mean age = 40 y, range = 21-64 y) were recruited. The subjects were right-handed according to the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971) , had no contraindication for MR safety and reported no history of neurological, cognitive or psychiatric disorders, including alcohol and drug abuse or pathological language problems. Examination of the MRI images did not reveal any individual brain anomalies. The subjects signed written informed consents and the study was approved by the regional Ethics Committee of Linköping. The test procedure lasted a total of two to three hours, distributed over two separate days. On the first occasion, the subjects attended a meeting to obtain information on the study, and they completed a reading comprehension test. On the second occasion the remaining language ability tests were administered, immediately followed by the fMRI examination.
Language Ability Tests
The language tests administered off-line were designed to examine language ability in healthy subjects. A Swedish translation of the Test of Language Competence (TLC) was used to investigate higher cognitive language abilities by investigating applied semantics, syntax and pragmatics (Wiig & Secord, 1985 ) (see van Ettinger-Veenstra et al., 2010 for details).
Word retrieval was tested with the Boston Naming Test (BNT) (Tallberg, 2005) and a verbal fluency test (FAS) (Friedman et al., 1998; Loonstra, Tarlow, & Sellers, 2001 ). Language comprehension was measured with the BeSS test that determines subtle speech and language disorders (Laakso et al., 2000 ) and a reading comprehension task (READ) selected from the Swedish Scholastic Assessment Test (SeSAT) which is an instrument for selection to higher education (Stage & Ögren, 2004) .
fMRI Examination
FMRI acquisition parameters and the sentence completion paradigm (SENCO) measuring reading comprehension are described in (Van Ettinger-Veenstra et al., 2010) . For this study, we did not differentiate between the sentence reading and sentence completion moment but analyzed the activation related to 8 subsequent incomplete sentences and the pause in which the sentence was completed as one block. The word generation paradigm (WORGE) where the subjects were instructed to silently generate words beginning with a given letter is described in , with a control condition presented similarly but existing of a star, alternating with a row of stars. individual results contrasting task and control blocks. The resulting contrast files were tested against zero with a one-sample t-test applying false discovery rate correction (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) with p = 0.01 as significance threshold.
Data Analysis
fMRI versus Language Ability
We analyzed the brain activation related to performance with second-level multiple regression analyses, incorporating performance scores translated into z-scores as covariate.
To control for the age differences, age was included as a nuisance variable. This resulted in four analyses; two to examine the relation between WORGE and FAS, and WORGE and BNT and two to examine the relation between SENCO and READ, and SENCO and BeSS.
The resulting statistical maps were thresholded at p < 0.001 (uncorrected) with an extent threshold of 5 voxels (see results in Table 1 ).
Post-hoc Parametric Estimate Analysis
The second-level statistical maps were masked with an inclusive anatomical mask of the brain, excluding midbrain structures. Around each observed cluster a spherical ROI with a radius of 6 mm (~1ml or 984 mm 3 ) was built in the MarsBaR toolbox (Brett, Anton, Valabregue, & Poline, 2002) . Clusters directly adjacent to or located partly in ventricles and inferior orbitofrontal cortex where EPI (echo planar imaging) artifacts and movement artifacts were highly likely to occur were discarded. The ROIs were applied to individual, unsmoothed images and parametric estimates were extracted from each ROI. These parametric estimates, or effect sizes, were correlated with individual performance scores.
Furthermore, the ROIs were applied to the statistical map of the group analysis and parametric estimates were extracted and tested for their significance. The ROIs whose effect sizes taken from the group analysis statistical map were significant and moreover correlated significantly (p<0.05 or less where denoted) with performance in language ability tests are reported in boldface in Table I . The figures were made with MRIcron (Rorden, Karnath & Bonilha, 2007) and GraphPad Prism software.
